Nuurali, Siman

Series: Sadiq
Sadiq and the Fun Run (bk. 2)
Eight-year-old Sadiq wants to try out for the youth football
team, but his parents feel he is too young. They suggest
that he take up running and join the track club. Sadiq
feels that running is wimpy, but the coach convinces him
that running races can be fun. 56 pp. (Lexile 600)
Pennypacker, Sara
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Series: Waylon

Waylon! The Most Awesome of All (bk. 3)

Waylon gives up a chance to meet a famous
astrophysicist to help his sister, his father, and a
friend when they need him most, but gains a much
greater reward. 199 pp. (Lexile 680)
Timberlake, Amy

Series: Skunk and Badger
Skunk and Badger (bk. 1)
The last thing Badger wants is a roommate, and
certainly not Skunk. But, after he drives Skunk
and his chickens away, Badger starts to miss
his roommate and sets out to find him and make
amends. 124 pp. (Lexile 520)
Vail, Rachel

Series: A is for Elizabeth
Doodlebug Elizabeth (bk. 4)
Elizabeth’s doodles give her teacher an idea for
student projects and end up helping Elizabeth
deal with feelings big and small. 122 pp. (Realistic
Fiction) (Lexile 600)
West, Kara

Series: Mia Mayhem

Mia Mayhem is a Superhero (bk. 1)

Eight-year-old Mia Macarooney is delighted to
learn she is from a family of superheroes, but
her acceptance into the Program for In Training
Superheroes requires she take a placement exam.
121 pp. (Lexile 550)
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JJ Fiction [ER]

Henkes, Kevin

(Identified with a JJ Fiction [ER] on the spine and shelved alphabetically
by author’s last name in the early reader section.)

Applegate, Katherine

Doggo and Pupper

When Pupper comes back from puppy school,
Doggo senses that, although Pupper is wellbehaved, he isn’t happy. So, Doggo shows Pupper
how to rediscover his fun side. 91 pp.

Arnold, Elana K.

When Starla Jean first sees the scrawny bird
wandering around, she just knows they’re destined
for one another. Her dad says, “If you can catch it,
you can keep it,” and Starla Jean is not one to back
down from a challenge. 70 pp. (Humorous Fiction)
Series: Unicorn Diaries

Bo’s Magical New Friend (bk. 1)

Rainbow Tinseltail and the other students at Sparklegrove
School for Unicorns are excited when a brand new
unicorn, Sunny, enters the school. But, Sunny does not
know what his special magical power is, and the thought
that he might not have any power at all is making him
unhappy. 72 pp. (Fantasy) (Lexile 540)
George, Kallie

On his eighth birthday, Billy Miller wishes for
something exciting to happen. None of his wishes
are answered the way he expects, but he does have
lots of surprises--and the final one is possibly the
best one ever. 179 pp.
Jacobson, Jennifer Richard

Series: Twig and Turtle
Make New Friends, But Keep the Old (bk. 4)
Friendship woes and a visit from Grandma push
Twig to find her voice. 104 pp. (Realistic Fiction)

Series: Starla Jean

Starla Jean: Which Came First: The
Chicken or the Friendship? (bk. 1)

Elliot, Rebecca

Billy Miller makes a Wish

Series: Anne
Anne’s Kindred Spirits (bk. 2)
Anne is nervous and excited to meet Diana, a neighbor girl
who she just knows will be a kindred spirit. She’s even more
excited when she learns that she’s invited to her very first
picnic! Until Marilla’s precious brooch goes missing and it looks
like it’s Anne’s fault. 63 pp. (Historical Fiction) (Lexile 530)

Kelly, Erin Entrada

Series: Maybe Marisol
Maybe Maybe Marisol Rainey (bk. 1)
Marisol, who has a big imagination and likes to
name inanimate objects, has a tree in her backyard
named Peppina...but she’s way too scared to climb
it. Will Marisol find the courage to climb Peppina?
Maybe. 145 pp.
Lee, Lyla

Series: Mindy Kim

Mindy Kim and the Lunar New Year
Parade (bk. 2)

Mindy is excited to go to the Lunar New Year parade
in her new town with her father and her friend Sally.
77pp. (Realistic Fiction) (Lexile 630)
McDonald, Megan

Series: Judy Moody
Judy Moody Book Quiz Whiz (bk. 15)
As Judy and the rest of the Virginia Dare Bookworms
prepare for the Book Quiz Blowout competition against
second and third-grade readers, her team discovers
the other group has a fourth-grader and worry about
their chance of winning. 164 pp. (Lexile 540)

Davies, Jacqueline

Series: Sydney & Taylor

Sydney & Taylor Explore the Whole Wide
World (bk.1)
Wanting to see wonders ranging from mountains
taller than a hundred hedgehogs to valleys wider
than a thousand skunks, Taylor the hedgehog and
his unlikely best friend, Sydney the skunk, embark
on a tour to see a world that proves rather bigger
than anticipated. 80 pp.
DiCamillo, Kate

Series: Tales from Deckawoo Drive

Stella Endicott and the Anything-IsPossible Poem (bk. 5)

Stella Endicott is thrilled when the class is assigned
to write a poem. She crafts a beautiful poem about
Mercy Watson, the pig who lives next door. Stella and
her irritating classmate Horace get into a shouting
match. Will the two of them find a way to turn this
opposite-of-a-poem day around? 85 pp. (Lexile 560)
Goodner, David

Series: Kondo & Kezumi

Sharmat, Andrew

Nate the Great and the Earth Day Robot (bk. 30)

The Earth Day Fair is days away, but Nate’s classroom
project—a robot named Mr. Butler—has disappeared.
Nate the Great and his dog, Sludge, take on the
unusual case, and they are soon searching high and
low. Will Nate find the robot in time for the fair? 62 pp.
(Detective/Mystery) (Lexile 530)

J Graphic Novel series

(Identified with a J Graphic on the spine and shelved alphabetically by series
in the J Graphic Novel section.)

Atkinson, Cale

Simon and Chester: Super Detectives!

When Simon and Chester find costumes to style
themselves after Holmes and Watson, they
transform the attic into an office with shadowy
lighting and soon get their first case. 64 pp. (Graphic
Novel) (Lexile 530)

Kondo & Kezumi Visit Giant Island (bk. 1)

Clanton, Ben

Hanlon, Abby

Pizzoli, Greg

After finding a map in a bottle, best friends Kondo
and Kezumi build a boat and set out to explore the
islands near their own. 73 pp. (Action, Adventure)

Series: Dory Fantasmagory
Tiny Tough (bk. 5)
Dory’s sure that her big sister’s friendship troubles
have to do with pirates, but she’ll have to navigate
those rocky waters without her imaginary first mate
Mary, who’s found an exciting new pal of her own.
149 pp. (Lexile 560)

Series: Nate the Great

Series: Narwhal and Jelly
Narwhal’s Otter Friend (bk. 4)
An exuberant Narwhal and a skeptical Jelly test the
waters of adding a new friend to their pod when they meet
Otty, a super-adventurous otter who triggers relatable
feelings of jealousy in Jelly despite their shared love
of waffles. 64 pp. (Graphic Novel) (Lexile 520)

Baloney and Friends

Meet Baloney! He’s a pig. This book is about him.
And also Peanut, his best friend. There’s Bizz, too,
of course. And Krabbit. He’d rather not be here, but
what can you do. 84 pp. (Graphic Novel) (Lexile
430)

Song, Mika

Series: Norma and Belly

Donut Feed the Squirrels (bk. 1)

After discovering donuts for the first time, two
squirrels, Belly and Norma are determined to get
some for themselves, even if they must outsmart the
food truck driver to do it! 101 pp. (Graphic Novel)
(Lexile 340)

Barrows, Annie

Series: Ivy and Bean
Ivy and Bean Get to Work! (bk. 12)
After meeting Herman the Treasure Hunter during a
career fair at Emerson School, every second-grader
is looking for treasure and finding it—except for Ivy
and Bean. 122 pp. (Realistic Fiction) (Lexile 530)

J Fiction

(Identified with a J Fiction on the spine and shelved alphabetically by author’s last name
in the chapter book section. Book series written by multiple authors are shelved under the
series name.)

Angleberger, Tom Series: DJ Funkyfoot
Butler for Hire! (bk. 1)
DJ Funkyfoot may have a name fit for a hip-hop star,
but as a dog butler desperate to find a job, he takes
a job as a nanny watching over a ShrubBaby that
loves chaos. 96 pp. (Humorous Fiction)

Birney, Betty G.

Series: Humphrey’s Tiny Tales
Humphrey’s Big Birthday Bash (bk. 8)
The students in Room 26 are throwing a birthday
party, and Humphrey is surprised when he finds out
who it’s for! 88 pp. (Humorous Fiction) (Lexile 610)

Castillo, Lauren
Auxier, Jonathan

Our Friend Hedgehog: The Story of Us

Barnaby, Hannah

Cummings, Troy Series: The Binder of Doom
Brute-Cake (bk. 1)
When his father signs him up for a summer maker
program at the library, Alexander is happy to go—but soon
he starts finding weird old-timey objects, and monster
trading cards, and it starts to look like maybe monsters
are back in Stermont. 90 pp. (Horror) (Lexile 420)

Series: The Fabled Stables
Willa the Wisp (bk. 1)
One day eight-year old Auggie Pound, the caretaker
of the rare animals in the Fabled Stables, ventures
into the swamp to save a new rare creature, the
wisp. 86 pp. (Fantasy) (Lexile 580)

Series: Monster and Boy
Monster and Boy (bk. 1)
When Monster (who lives under the bed) meets Boy
(who sleeps in the bed), the boy starts to scream—
and Monster promptly swallows him. It’s the
beginning of a beautiful friendship! 132 pp. (Lexile
570)

When a storm separates Hedgehog from her lifelong
friend, Mutty, she bravely sets out to find him and
makes some very good new friends in the process.
110 pp. (Lexile 600)

